Most exceptional Things to do
in Doha During the 2022 FIFA
World Cup
Doha During the 2022 FIFA
World Cup| Most exceptional
Things to do under a budget.
A country known for its variety of tourist attractions, Qatar
is a precious destination for any traveler who enjoys the fun,
luxury, and serenity of the holidays. Packed with its many
landmarks, shopping malls, hotels, and art capital Doha, it
has everything for travelers. So what are the Most exceptional
Things to do in Doha During the 2022 FIFA World Cup?
In addition, With Qatar hosting the 2022 FIFA World Cup,
excitement will be high as more than a million fans are
expected to visit the country to enjoy a football spectacle in
which, one month, 32 teams from around the world will win the
final prize.
So, if you are one of those excited about taking a trip to the
Doha FIFA World Cup 2022, we have compiled a detailed list of
the most delicate things you can do on your trip to Doha
during the FIFA World Cup.
Read: Availability of Alcohol during the 2022 FIFA World Cup,
Qatar

Coolest Things to Try During the
2022 FIFA World Cup
Check out the top things to try on your trip to Doha during
the upcoming FIFA 2022 World Cup.

Shopping in the City | Things to do in
Doha
Boasting many historical sites, Doha is a city with several
shopping sites, from historical and archeological to local and
modern. The city is an ideal place for shopaholics who choose
to acquire traditional shopping sites or purchase unique
items.
Take the example of the famous Souq Waqif building site, for
example. Located in Doha, Souq Waqif is one of the best
tourist attractions in Qatar for the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
Home to Qatar’s finest buildings and restaurants reminiscent
of the country’s ancient charms, Souq Waqif is home to many of
the world’s most exotic retailers. The prime time to visit the
market is in the evening when city temperatures are good
enough to see the Doha area.
Similarly, Doha has many modern shopping malls like Doha
Festival City, which is said to be one of the largest in the
country, or Villagio Mall, which reminds me of Venice because
of its indoor canals and a canopy roof with the first boating
in the mall itself.

Doha watersheds
What is better than the pleasures
Yes, if you are a tourist who has
once, you know what I am talking
attractive locations globally with

of Qatar’s water features?
visited the city at least
about. As one of the most
beautiful beaches and blue

waters, Doha offers many of the most popular water sports
facilities that travelers can try in the city for the FIFA
World Cup 2022.
Katara Beach, the only
to scuba dive and take
cross a jet ski trip
glimpse of the Pearl or

public beach in Doha, is a great place
a walk. Visitors to the city can even
around the shores of Doha and see a
Doha Corniche in the blue waters.

Apart from that, here are some of Qatar’s top destinations and
famous works.
Kayaking- Al Thakira Natural Reserve
Disruption- Katara Beach
Banana Boat- Banana Island
KiteSurging- Sealine Beach
Scuba Diving – Poseidon Dive Center

Visit museums
For the one interested in exploring the rich history of a
particular part of the world, museums in Doha are expected to
be a real treat during the 2022 FIFA World Cup.
So, if you are a fan of cars, the Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al
Thani Museum has its private car collection to hit the senses.
The museum has about 300 vintage cars for its students that
visitors to the museum can see. What else? The museum contains
about 15000 artifacts that have been collected over 50 years
by Sheikh Faisal himself.
In addition, here is a list of few top museums you can check
out during the Doha FIFA World Cup 2022.
Qatar National Museum
Islamic Art Museum
Mamat Museum
Msheireb Museums
Katara Art Center

Arab Postal Stamp Museum
QM Gallery Al Riwaq
Museum of Illusions
The culinary experience in Doha

Doha is not a city with luxury hotels and supermarkets. Many
visitors come to this city only to experience the Arab
festivals offered by the city. The unique area of downtown
Souq Waqif is home to some of the best restaurants in the
city. These restaurants, from modern to the most authentic,
offer a delightful feast in the town.
So if you’ll be on your trip to Qatar during the FIFA World
Cup 2022, here’s our take on some of the most delicate dishes
and where you can find them in the city of Doha.
Salooma at Walima Restaurant
Balaleet at Al Jasra
Warak enab at La Cigale Hotel
Machboos at Al Manchab Restaurant
Madrouba at Souq Al Wakrah
Kousa maharishi at Al Shami House Restaurant
Luqaimat at Chai Halib cafe
Umm Ali at Karaki
Khanfaroosh at Hawn Cafe
Rogag at Shay Al Shoomos Restaurant
Visit the Corniche

Things to do in Doha during Soccer world cup 2022
Being one of the most sought-after goals in the city as far as
sightseeing in Doha, Corniche is a water park that offers many
opportunities for relaxation, tranquility, and much more for
tourists. It is considered the best place to watch the
beautiful sunset in Doha or get a glimpse of it.
What else? The area has several restaurants along the way that

offer eye-catching food. So, in case, while enjoying your
walk, wishing to catch a bite or two, Corniche has enough
options for you.
The best part? There are luxury boat tours available in the
area that visitors can enjoy. These guests offer one-on-one
live time while you get to enjoy the dining experience on the
yacht itself. In addition, guests receive a private waiter who
takes care of all their needs throughout the trip.

Desert Adventures
Make a trip to Doha and miss the desert trip? You can’t do
that. Being a paradise for adventure lovers worldwide, Doha
offers several opportunities in terms of desert activities.
Visitors who come here on their way can try the famous moundlike activity to beat across the desert plains or rent a
boarding car around beaches and desert dunes. Many local
tourism and tourism organizations in the city organize such
activities.
Visitors are often picked up from and returned to their
destinations in the city. Therefore, desert sacrifices are
something that everyone who travels should try in Doha during
the FIFA World Cup 2022.

City Tours
Think of it; you get to see the whole city of Doha, but from
the sky. Would that not? One of the best things you can try in
this city is that tourists can take a Doha air tour, which is,
of course, an experience worth embracing.
The trip takes you on a fun trip, featuring the city’s most
beautiful landscapes and deserts, but from the sky. For
guests, this is a different experience as they get a unique
view of other places. So, if you are planning to visit Doha
for the FIFA World Cup, be sure to keep the city’s airline on

your wish list.

